We give an explicit (in particular, deterministic polynomial time) construction of subspaces X ⊆ R N of dimension (1 − o(1))N such that for every x ∈ X, (log N ) −O(log log log N )
If we are allowed to use N 1/ log log N N o(1) random bits and dim(X)
(1 − η)N for any fixed constant η, the lower bound can be further improved to (log N ) −O (1) √ N x 2 . Our construction makes use of unbalanced bipartite graphs to impose local linear constraints on vectors in the subspace, and our analysis relies on expansion properties of the graph. This is inspired by similar constructions of error-correcting codes.
Introduction
Classical results in high-dimensional geometry [11, 20] state that a random (with respect to the Haar measure) subspace X ⊆ R N of dimension εN [11] or even (1−ε)N [20] is an almost Euclidean section in N 1 , in the sense that √ N x 1 and x 2 are within constant factors, uniformly for every x ∈ X. Indeed, this is a particular example of the use of the probabilistic method, a technique which is now ubiquitous in asymptotic geometric analysis.
On the other hand, it is usually the case that objects constructed in such a manner are very hard to come by explicitly. Motivated in part by ever growing connections with combinatorics and theoretical computer science, the problem of explicit constructions of such subspaces has gained substantially in popularity over the last several years; see, e.g. [33, Sec. 4] , [27, Prob. 8] , [19, Sec. 2.2] . Indeed, such subspaces (viewed as embeddings) are important for problems like high-dimensional nearest-neighbor search [16] and compressed sensing [8] , and one expects that explicit constructions will lead, in particular, to a better understanding of the underlying geometric structure. (See also the end of the introduction for a discussion of the relevance to compressed sensing.)
Previous results and our contributions. If one relaxes the requirement that dim(X) = Ω(N ) or allows a limited amount of randomness in the construction, a number of results are known. In order to review these, we define the distortion ∆(X) of X ⊆ R N by
In the first direction, [29] and later [23] gave simple explicit constructions with distortion O(1) and dim(X) = Ω( √ N ). Indyk [16, 18] presented a deterministic polynomial-time construction with distortion 1 + o(1) and dim(X) N exp(O(log log N ) 2 ) . Another very interesting line of research pursued by various authors and in quite different contexts is to achieve, in the terminology of theoretical computer science, a partial derandomization of the original (existential) results. The goal is to come up with a "constructive" discrete probabilistic measure on subspaces X of R N such that a random (with respect to this measure) subspace still has low distortion almost surely, whereas the entropy of this measure (that is, the number of truly random bits necessary to sample from it) is also as low as possible.
Denoting by A k,N a random k × N sign matrix (i.e. with i.i.d. Bernoulli ±1 entries), one can extract from [20] that ker(A k,N ), a subspace of codimension at most k has, with high probability, distortion N/k · polylog(N/k). Schechtman [30] arrived at similar conclusions for subspaces generated by rows of A N −k,N . Artstein-Avidan and Milman [2] considered again the model ker(A k,N ) and derandomized this further from O(N 2 ) to O(N log N ) bits of randomness. This was further improved to O(N ) bits in [24] .
As far as deterministic constructions with dim(X) = Ω(N ) are concerned, we are aware of only one result; implicit in various papers (see e.g. [9] ) is a subspace with dim(X) = N/2 and distortion O(N 1/4 ). For dim(X) 3N/4, say, it appears that nothing non-trivial was shown prior to our work.
Our main result is as follows.
Theorem 1.1. For every η = η(N ), there is an explicit, deterministic polynomial-time construction of subspaces X ⊆ R N with dim(X) (1 − η)N and distortion (η −1 log log N ) O(log log N ) .
Like in [20, 2, 24] , our space X has the form ker(A k,N ) for a sign matrix A k,N , but in our case this matrix is completely explicit. On the other hand, if we allow ourselves a small number of random bits, then we can slightly improve the bound on distortion.
Theorem 1.2. For every fixed η > 0 there is a polynomial time algorithm using N 1/ log log N random bits that almost surely produces a subspace X ⊆ R N with dim(X) (1 − η)N and distortion (log N ) O(1) .
Proof techniques. Low distortion of a section X ⊆ R N intuitively means that for every non-zero x ∈ X, a "substantial" portion of its mass is spread over "many" coordinates, and we formalize this intuition by introducing the concept of a spread subspace (Definition 4). While this concept is tightly related to distortion, it is far more convenient to work with. In particular, using a simple spectral argument and Kerdock codes [22] , [26, Chap. 15] , we initialize our proof by presenting explicit subspaces with reasonably good spreading properties. In terms of distortion, however, this construction can achieve at best O(N 1/4 ). The main technical contribution of our paper consists in exploiting the natural analogy between lowdistortion subspaces over the reals and error-correcting codes over a finite alphabet, and we use this analogy for boosting spreading properties of the subspace (Theorem 4.1).
The main construction. Let G = (V L , V R , E) be a bipartite graph with |V L | = N and which is d-regular on the right, and let L ⊆ R d be any subspace. Using the notation Γ(j) ⊆ V L for the neighbor set of a vertex j ∈ V R , we analyze the subspace
where for S ⊆ [N ], x S ∈ R |S| represents the vector x restricted to the coordinates lying in S. In other words, we impose local linear constraints (from L) according to the structure of some bipartite graph G. As Theorem 4.1 shows, one can analyze the spreading properties of X(G, L) in terms of those of L and the expansion properties of G.
Our approach is inspired by Low Density Parity Check Codes (LDPC) introduced by Gallager [12] . They are particularly suited to our purposes since, unlike most other explicit constructions in coding theory, they exploit a combinatorial structure of the parity check matrix and rely very little on the arithmetic of the underlying finite field. Sipser and Spielman [32] showed that one can achieve basically the same results (that is, simple and elegant constructions of constant rate, constant relative minimal distance codes) by considering adjacency matrices of sufficiently good expanders instead of a random sparse matrix. These codes are nowadays called expander codes. Using an idea due to Tanner [34] , it was shown in [32] (see also [36] ) that even better constructions can be achieved by replacing the parity check by a small (constant size) inner code. Our results demonstrate that analogous constructions work over the reals: if the inner subspace L has reasonably good spreading properties, then the spreading properties of X(G, L) are even better. Upper bounds on distortion follow.
Organization. In Section 2, we provide necessary background on bipartite expander graphs and define spread subspaces. In Section 3, we initialize our construction with an explicit subspace with reasonably good spreading properties. In Section 4, we describe and analyze our main expander-based construction. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss why improvements to our bounds may have to come from a source other than better expander graphs.
Relationship to compressed sensing. In [7] , DeVore asks whether probabilistically generated compressed sensing matrices can be given by deterministic constructions.
The note [21] makes the connection between distortion and quite explicit. If M : R N → R n satisfies ∆(ker(M )) D, then any vector x ∈ R N with |supp(x)| N 4D 2 can be uniquely recovered from its encoding M x. Moreover, given the encoding y = M x, the recovery can be performed efficiently by solving the following convex optimization problem: min v∈R N v 1 subject to y = M v (this is known as "Basis Pursuit").
Thus our results show the existence of a map-
, where M is given by an explicit matrix, and such that any vector x ∈ R N with |supp(x)| N (log N ) C log log log N can be efficiently recovered from M x. This yields the best-known explicit compressed sensing matrices for this range of parameters (e.g. where n ≈ N/poly(log N )). See [17] for explicit constructions that achieve a better tradeoff for n ≈ N δ , with 0 < δ < 1. Moreover, unlike probabilis-tic constructions, our matrices are quite sparse, making compression (i.e. matrix-vector multiplication) more efficient. For instance, when n = N/2, our matrices have only N 2−ε non-zero entries for some ε > 0. 
Unbalanced bipartite expanders
Our construction is based on unbalanced bipartite graphs with non-trivial vertex expansion. 
For a graph G = (V, E) and a vertex
When the graph G is clear from the context, we may omit the subscript G and denote the neighborhoods as just Γ(v) and Γ(S).
For our work, we need unbalanced bipartite graphs with expansion from the larger side to the smaller side. Our results are based on two known explicit constructions of such graphs. The first one is to take the edge-vertex incidence graph of a non-bipartite spectral expander 1 such as a Ramanujan graph. These were also the graphs used in the work on expander codes [32, 36] . The second construction of expanders uses a result of Barak, et. al. [4] based on sum-product estimates in finite fields; see [35, §2.8] for background on such estimates.
For our purposes, it is also convenient (but not strictly necessary) to have bipartite graphs that are regular on the right. We begin by describing a simple method to achieve right-regularity with minimal impact on the expansion and degree parameters, and then turn to stating the precise statements about the two expander constructions we will make use of in Section 4 to construct our explicit subspaces.
Right-regularization
Proof. Let d av = N D/n be the average right degree of the graph H and let
Distribute the d v edges incident to v to these split nodes in an arbitrary way. The number of newly introduced nodes is at most
so the number n of right-side nodes in the new graph satisfies n 2n. All nodes except the at most n "remainder" nodes now have degree exactly d. For each v ∈ V R , add d−r v edges to the corresponding remainder node (if one exists). Since this step adds at most (d − 1)n d av n = N D edges, it is possible to distribute these edges in such a way that no vertex in V L is incident on more than D of the new edges. Therefore, the maximum left-degree of the new graph is at most 2D.
The claim about expansion is obvious -just ignore the newly added edges, and the splitting of nodes can only improve the vertex expansion.
Spectral expanders
The next theorem converts non-bipartite expanders to unbalanced bipartite expanders via the usual edge-vertex incidence construction.
Proof. Let p, q be any two primes which are both congruent to 1 modulo 4. Then there exists an explicit (p + 1)-regular graph Y = (V, F ) with Letting n = |V |, we define a (
To analyze the expansion properties of G, we use the following lemma of Alon and Chung [1] . Lemma 2.2. If Y is any d-regular graph on n nodes with second eigenvalue λ 2 , then the induced subgraph on any set of γn nodes in Y has at most
. Now given parameters d 5 and N d, let p be the largest prime satisfying p + 1 d and p ≡ 1 (mod 4), and let q be the smallest prime satisfying
N and q ≡ 1 (mod4). The theorem follows by noting that for all integers m 3, there exists a prime p ∈ [m, 2m] which is congruent to 1 modulo 4 (see [10] ).
The expanders of Theorem 2.1 are already rightregular but they have one drawback; we cannot fully control the number of left-side nodes N .
Fortunately, this can be easily circumvented with the same Lemma 2.1.
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.1 to get a graph with N N , N ≈ N nodes on the left, then remove an arbitrary subset of N − N nodes from the left hand side. This doesn't affect the expansion properties, but it destroys right-regularity. Apply Lemma 2.1 to correct this.
Sum-product expanders
In this section, p will denote a prime, and F p the finite field with p elements. The following result is implicit in [4, §4] , and is based on a key "sum-product" lemma (Lemma 3.1) from [3] . Note that trivially |Γ Gp (S)| |S| 1/3 , and the above states that not-too-large sets S expand by a sizeable amount more than the trivial bound. Using the above construction, we can now prove the following. 
As we already noted in the introduction, instead of distortion it turns out to be more convenient to work with the following notion. Let us begin with relating these two notions.
Proof. a). Fix x ∈ X; we need to prove that (2.1)
W. . And now we get (2.1) by the calculation
Fix again x ∈ X with x 2 = 1 and S ⊆ [N ] with |S| t. By the bound on distortion,
. On the other hand,
,
Next, we note spreading properties of random subspaces (they will be needed only in the proof of Theorem 1.2). The following theorem is due to Kashin [20] , with the optimal bound essentially obtained by Garnaev and Gluskin [13] . We note that such a theorem now follows from standard tools in asymptotic convex geometry, given the entropy bounds of Schütt [31] (see, e.g. Lemma B in [24] ). Theorem 2.4. If A is a uniformly random k × N sign matrix, then with probability 1 − o(1),
Combining Theorem 2.4 with Lemma 2.3(b), we get:
Theorem 2.5. If A is a uniformly random k × N sign matrix, then with probability
Finally, we introduce a "relative" version of Definition 4. It is somewhat less intuitive, but very convenient to work with.
Note that X is (t, ε)-spread if and only if it is (0, t, ε)-spread, if and only if it is (1/2, t, ε)-spread.
(Note that t, T are not restricted to integers in our definitions.) One obvious advantage of Definition 5 is that it allows us to break the task of constructing wellspread subspaces into pieces.
Lemma 2.4. Let X 1 , . . . , X r ⊆ R N be linear subspaces, and assume that X i is (t i−1 , t i , ε i )-spread, where t 0
Proof. Obvious.
An explicit weakly-spread subspace
Now our goal can be stated as finding an explicit construction that gets as close as possible to the probabilistic bound of Theorem 2.5. In this section we perform a (relatively simple) "initialization" step; the boosting argument (which is the most essential contribution of our paper) is deferred to Section 4. Below, for a matrix A, we denote by A its operator norm, defined as sup x =0 Ax 2 x 2 . Lemma 3.1. Let A be any k × d matrix whose columns a 1 , . . . , a d ∈ R k have 2 -norm 1, and, moreover, for
Proof. Fix x ∈ ker(A) and let S ⊆ [d] be any subset with t = |S| 1 2τ . Let A S be the k × t matrix which arises by restricting A to the columns indexed by S, and let Φ = A T S A S . Then Φ is the t × t matrix whose entries are a i , a j for i, j ∈ S, therefore we can write Φ = I + Φ where every entry of Φ is bounded in magnitude by τ . It follows that all the eigenvalues of Φ lie in the range [1 − tτ, 1 + tτ ]. We conclude, in particular, that A S y 2 2
(1 − tτ ) y 2 2 1 2 y 2 2 for every y ∈ R t . Let AS be the restriction of A to the columns in the complement of S. Since x ∈ ker(A), we have 0 = Ax = A S x S + ASxS so that
We now obtain matrices with small operator norm and near-orthogonal columns from explicit constructions of Kerdock codes. 1. Every entry of A is either ±1/ √ k, and thus the columns a 1 , a 2 
Proof. The proof is based on a construction of mutually unbiased bases over the reals using Kerdock codes [22, 5] . First, let us recall that for k a power of 2, the Hadamard code of length k is a subspace of
. A Kerdock code is the union of a Hadamard code H ⊆ F k 2 and a collection of its cosets {f + H | f ∈ F }, where F is a set of quadratic bent functions with the property that for all f = g ∈ F, the function f + g is also bent.
2
When k is a power of 4, it is known (see [22] and also [26, Chap. 15, Sec. 5] ) that one can construct an explicit set F of ( Plugging in the matrices guaranteed by Proposition 2 into Lemma 3.1, we can conclude the following.
Theorem 3.1. For every integer k that is a power of 4 and every integer d such that
there exists a
codim(L) k, specified as the kernel of an explicit k × d sign matrix.
These subspaces will be used as "inner" subspaces in an expander-based construction (Theorem 4.2) to get a subspace with even better spreading properties.
Boosting spreading properties via expanders 4.1 The Tanner construction

Definition 6. (Subspaces from bipartite graphs)
The following claim is straightforward.
Remark 1. (Tanner's code construction)
Our construction is a continuous analog of Tanner's construction of error-correcting codes [34] . Tanner constructed codes by identifying the vertices on one side of a bipartite graph with the bits of the code and identifying the other side with constraints. He analyzed the performance of such codes by examining the girth of the bipartite graph. Sipser and Spielman [32] showed that graph expansion plays a key role in the quality of such codes, and gave a linear time decoding algorithm to correct a constant fraction of errors. In the coding world, the special case when L is the
=1 y = 0} corresponds to the low-density parity check codes of Gallager [12] . In this case, the subspace is specified as the kernel of the bipartite adjacency matrix of G.
The spread-boosting theorem
We now show how to improve spreading properties using the above construction.
. We then need to prove that
and B = {i ∈ S : Γ(i) ⊆ Q} .
On the other hand, we have |Q| |Γ(B)|, and hence |Γ(B)| < Λ G (T 0 ). By the definition of the expansion profile, this implies that |B| < T 0 , and therefore (see (4.4)) we are only left to show that
for our particular B. Note first that (4.6) xB
Next, since every vertex in S \ B has at least one neighbor in Γ(S) \ Q, we have
Since x ∈ X(G, L), L is (t, ε)-spread, and |Γ(j) ∩ S| t for any j ∈ Γ(S) \ Q,
Finally, (4.9)
Since ε 1 and D 1, (4.5) (and hence Theorem 4.1) follows.
Putting things together
In this section we assemble the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 from the already available blocks (which are Theorems 2.3, 2.2, 2.5, 3.1 and 4.1). Let us first see what we can do using expanders from Theorem 2.3.
First step:
Boosting with sum-product expanders The main difference between the explicit construction of Theorem 3.1 and the probabilistic result (Theorem 2.5) is the order of magnitude of t (the parameter from Definition 4). As we will see in the next section, this difference is very principal, and our first goal is to somewhat close the gap with an explicit construction. Proof. In everything that follows, we assume that N is sufficiently large. The desired X will be of the form X(G, L), where G is supplied by Theorem 2. The bound on codimension is again simple: codim(X(G, ker(A))) kn ηN .
For analyzing spreading properties of X, let m 0 = 8N/d (which is the "critical" point where And now we are once more applying Lemma 2.4 with X 1 := X 2 := . . . := X r := X(G, L). In O(log d m 0 ) = O(log log N ) applications of (a) with T m 0 , we conclude that X(G, L) is (
In O(log log N ) additional applications of (b) with T m 0 , we conclude that X(G, L) is (
)-spread subspace, the statement of Theorem 1.2 immediately follows from Lemma 2.3(a).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. This is our most sophisticated construction: we use a series of X(G, L) for different graphs G, and the "inner" spaces L will come from Theorem 4.2. In what follows, we assume that N is sufficiently large (obviously for N = O(1), every nontrivial subspace has bounded distortion).
To get started, let us denote ηd that is a (d
And Theorem 4.1 (applied to
O(1) -spread subspace. We note that it is here that we crucially use the fact that L m has spreading properties for t d 1/2 (t is the parameter from Definition 4) so that we more than compensate for the factor √ d loss in Theorem 1.2 caused by the relatively poor expansion rate of spectral expanders.
We will again apply Lemma 2.4, but the spaces X i will now be distinct. In particular, for i ∈ N define X i = X(G ti , L ti ), where
for some sufficiently small constant ε, 0 < ε < 1. It is easy to see that for some r = O(log log N ), we have t r δη 2β0/3 N and t r δη 2β0/3 2 N .
Then for X = r−1 i=0 X i we have codim(X) r ηN (log log N ) 2 ηN log log N . In particular, codim(X) ηN for sufficiently large N .
By the above argument based on Theorem 4.1 and the choice of the t i 's, it is easily seen that X i is a (t i , t i+1 , (η/(log log N )) O(1) )-spread subspace.
By Lemma 2.4, X is a (ε, t r , (η/(log log N )) O(log log N ) )-spread subspace, or equivalently a (t r , (η/(log log N )) O(log log N ) )-spread subspace. Since we also have t r (η/(log log N )) O(1) N , the required bound on ∆(X) follows from Lemma 2.3(a).
Discussion
We have presented explicit subspaces X ⊆ R N of dimension (1 − η)N with distortion (η −1 log log N ) O(log log N ) and, using N o(1) random bits, distortion η −O(log log N ) . It is natural to wonder whether better explicit constructions of expanders can give rise to better bounds. We make some remarks about this possibility.
1. The GUV and CRVW expander families.
The next two theorems essentially follow from [14] and [6] , respectively (after an appropriate application of Lemma 2.1). The main problem for us in both these constructions is that D must grow with N and d, respectively. By plugging in the explicit subspaces of Theorem 3.1 into Theorem 4.1 with the GUVexpanders from Theorem 5.1, one can achieve distortions ∆(X) ≈ exp( √ log N log log N ) for X ⊆ R N with dim(X) N/2. Using the GUVexpanders (in place of the sum-product expanders) together with spectral expanders in a construction similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1 would yield a distortion bound of (log N ) O(log log N ) .
2. Very good expansion for large sets. If it were possible to construct an (N, n, D, d)-right regular bipartite graph H with D = O(1) and such that for every S ⊆ V L with |S| N 1−β , we had |Γ(S)| = Ω(n), then we would be able to achieve O(1) distortion using only O(d 2 + N δ ) random bits for any δ > 0 (in fact, we could use only O(d + N δ ) random bits with [24] ).
The idea would be to follow the proof of Theorem 1.2, but only for O(1) steps to show the subspace is (N 1−β , Ω(1))-spread. Then we would intersect this with a subspace X(H, L), where L ⊆ R d , with the latter subspace generated as the kernel of a random sign matrix (requiring d 2 bits). Unfortunately, [28, Th. 1.5] shows that in order to achieve the required expansion property, one has to take D Ω(β log N ).
